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Abstract
Vocational high schools are one of the controversial topics, and also the hardly touched fields in educational field.
Students’ profiles of vocational schools, their visions, and professional identity developments are not frequently
reflected in the literature. Therefore, the main aim of the study is to research whether vocational high school students’
professional identities are supported with extracurricular activities. Followingly, it was also researched whether
vocational high school students’ future professional identities complied with their selected school and/or specialized
fields. The research was conducted on qualitative research approach through semi-structured question form and
analyzed via descriptive and content analysis of qualitative research methods. Results revealed that vocational high
school students did not take part in extracurricular activities regarding their professional identities since the schools did
not organize these activities. The responses also emphasized that existing extracurricular activities organized outside of
the school were insufficient and there was an immediate need for such activities. Additionally, most of the participants
highlighted that they selected their schools/department as an obligation. Based on the results, it was revealed that
vocational and technical high schools should not focus on extracurricular activities to improve students’ basic and
further skills. It is suggested that extracurricular activities should be cared more for students’ academic and practice
skills. Moreover, the students and their parents should understand and be introduced to the profession before they come
to a future decision.
Keywords: vocational high schools, professional identity, extracurricular activities
1. Introduction
What do you want to be when you grow up? It is one of the most thought-provoking questions that people are constantly
being exposed to since childhood. Some take it serious or make fun and respond differently. How does this answer, which
changes continuously until the time of the real profession, become shaped? According to Erikson (1968), the answers to
these questions are within the process of developing the individual's professional identity. This is the process in which the
individual begins to prepare himself and his ideas, actions take place accordingly, and develops himself in this direction.
The psychological and physiological age at which the individual begins to develop his professional identity according to
the Turkish education system coincides with the high school years. That is to say, the most basic step of the professional
identity development and the profession that the students will prefer are initiated with the decision of a high school.
High schools as dynamic institutions, where students start forming their professional identities, play an important role.
First of all, it is important for schools to enrich the environments in which students are able to develop their business
behaviors and hands-on training (Dewey, 2017) with physical equipment and facilities. Keeping schools open for 24
hours can also increase the frequency of students' practice and enrich the possibilities offered by the school. In this way,
the school can be used as a workshop after course hours, and can become centers of interests for students. In addition to
the effect of the school on professional identity, its impact on the individual's social life is also important. The integrating
and socializing role of the school is also necessary for the sociological development of individuals. According to Ergun
(1992), two of the most important tasks of the school are to develop social skills and to develop social consciousness to
provide social integration. This process does not always have to be with in-school activities. It is also possible to support
this process with extracurricular activities cooperating with academic curricula.
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1.1 Vocational High Schools in Turkey
Turkey maintains educational applications with centralized structure of Ministry of Education (Bolat, 2016). Under the
control of MoNE, students have to attend K-12 as compulsory education. Starting from the beginning middle school,
students have to take national exams and perform academic success before high school education. Based on their scores,
they have the right to prefer a high school. Vocational High Schools are also of these high schools selected by students
according to their academic success. However, these schools’ scores as acceptance criteria are mainly below average. As
a result, students with low academic success are directed to these schools only focusing on exam scores.
High schools are seen as an important step by students, teachers, administrators, and parents since it is the final level
before a university or a profession. The emphasis on professional development and roles of high schools are also
mentioned in the defined missions of the Turkish Education System. According to this definition, the main aims of a high
school are: a. to provide students with common general culture and encourage them to get familiar with the society,
seeking for solutions to the problems and contribute to the economic, social and cultural development of the nation; b. In
the direction of the interests, wishes and abilities of the students, to prepare them for higher education, or for the
profession, as well as for life or business areas. On the other hand, vocational high schools’ missions are defined as: 1.
Raising a loyal citizen, 2. Preparing youth in education to life, 3. Upskill individuals with upgrade level competencies, 4.
Providing work force, 5. Advancing knowledge, ability, and competency in work force. As emphasized in the items, high
schools in general pay attention to students’ interests and desires, and require them to prepare for a profession or tertiary
education with competencies.
1.2 Vocational High Schools and Extracurricular Activities
Vocational high schools as can be understood from their names have the primary goal of providing students with an
occupation concentrating on craft skills mostly. The main aim of vocational and technical education is defined by Sezgin
(2009) as providing the students with basic behaviors that will enable the individual to have an occupation which is
recognized and accepted in business world. Glasser (1975) highlights that when talking about the characteristics of
successful schools and countries, there will not be an effective contribution to solving the core problems of the country
unless schools where children's abilities can be taken into consideration and their success can be shaped upon accordingly
are offered. Therefore, it is important to note that to what extent the students’ interests and abilities match with the
vocational school, for what reason students prefer these schools, and to what extent extracurricular activities are
integrated for the contribution to the development of the students' vocational qualifications.
Extracurricular activities are the activities that students participate directly or indirectly in and out of school, and they
reinforce and enhance the academic curricula (Balyer & Gunduz, 2012). It has been shown several times that the students
gain some skills with the extracurricular activities and that their skills are more easily revealed by these activities (Logan
& Scarborough, 2008; Fredericks & Eccles, 2006; Wylie, 2005; Lewis, 2004; Mahoney et al., 2001; Eccles & Barber,
1999; Marsh, 1992). These activities, which can especially contribute to the professional development for the vocational
high school students, are also important in the vocational high school programs to strengthen the connection between
students and their professional identity in the fields where employment will take place. These organized social, cultural
and professional activities can be varied as workshops, seminars, technical visits, profession-oriented activities and so on.
Therefore, theory and practice can be run together. Holland and Andre (1987) highlighted that extracurricular activities
highly and positively affected youth’s participation, motivation, development, and fuction in many fields.
In the literature, individual development in terms of psychology, sociology, and physiology have been enhanced and
reinforced with extracurricular activities in many studies. However, vocational training has not been meaningfully
supported with extracurricular activities. This study was conducted hoping that extracurricular activities can be applied in
professional development as well.
1.3 Problem Statement
Summarizing the literature briefly, it was found that vocational training and extracurricular activities could be
complementary for many purposes. However, considering the Turkish education policies for high school selection,
curriculum implementation in vocational high schools, and professional development of students, the research on the
topics were seen as a need. Unfortunately, the issue of vocational high school students career-oriented development still
seems controversial under these circumstances. The idea that vocational high school students have taken a more
determined step in their career path is still not common and the studies aimed at examining it nationally also remain
inadequate. In addition to the basic problems regarding vocational high schools and their applied curricula, there is also
need for more information and development in extracurricular adaptations for students’ skills and pre-service trainings.
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The aim of this study is to investigate whether vocational high school students support their professional identities, which
they aim to have with the schools and / or departments they prefer, with extracurricular activities. It was also questioned
whether they tracked the professional identity they wished to have for future.
Answers for the following questions in the light of the determined purpose were sought:
1. How did the vocational high school students decide their preferred departments / schools?
2. Are vocational high school students involved in extracurricular activities regarding their specialized area-to-be?
3. Do vocational high schools contribute to students’ future professional identity with extracurricular activities?
4. If the vocational high school students wanted to make a different choice, what kind of department / school would they
prefer?
With the study, it was tried to draw a profile of the vocational high school students’ preferences, opinions, and actions,
and to examine the place of the extracurricular activities in vocational high school programs. It is hoped that the results
will support the field of vocational high schools’ and extracurricular activities’ developments.
2. Method
The research was carried out in the qualitative research method. Qualitative research provides relevant informational
integrity obtained on a case (Patton, 2014). The holistic and related nature of qualitative studies’ pragmatic philosophy
were seen appropriate for this work. In this context, the students were questioned on the related topic and the responses
they gave were examined. The results were divided into categories and the research questions were analyzed to be
answered.
2.1 Participants
The participants studying in vocational high schools in a city of Turkey. The sample is based on the maximum diversity
sample from the purposeful sample types, but since some of the existing vocational high schools are in the internship
period, the lack of the desired target group has created a problem. For this reason, students in 4 out of 7 different
vocational high schools formed the sample of the study. These schools are: Trade Vocational High School (13), Girls’
Vocational High School (14), Religious Vocational High School (17), and Industrial Vocational High School (16).
Participants in the selected schools were determined according to the criterion sampling method and 11th grade students
were selected as participants. The selection criterion for the 11th grade students is to select the specialized field and have
started to take vocational courses. A total of 92 participants were reached, but 60 valid data were collected since voluntary
participation in the study was requested. Other participants indicated that they did not want to participate in the study.
2.2 Data Collection Instrument
For the collection of data in the study, a form consisting of open-ended questions was developed by the researchers. In
order to obtain the best results for the purpose of the study, these questions were collected in a question pool and
evaluated by considering expert opinions. The question list was carefully and purposefully formed and the most
appropriate examples of the questions were written. From these questions, the ones for the problem situation are
determined. In order to control the internal validity, questions were piloted by 10 students from a vocational high school
not included in the study. The final version of the form was presented for the participants' answers. Participants were
asked to give the sincerest answers to the questions.
2.3 Data Analysis
The research has been examined in the inductive-holistic approach as the nature of the study. Content analysis is utilized
for the procedure. In the procedure, the sequence of coding, distinguishing, categorizing and providing validity and
reliability was followed. The analysis was examined separately by two researchers and then reunited. The percentage of
agreement between researchers was checked for validity and reliability and found to be 86%. Direct answers of the
participants are shown in the findings section. Generated categories were evaluated and finalized in the light of the
answers required for the research questions.
3. Results
Analyzes of collected data were evaluated under themes. According to these themes, some of the following findings have
been reached. In addition to findings, the overall evaluation of the number of participants according to schools and the
vocational schools with the most positive and constructive responses to their schools, professional identities and extra
program activities was introduced in Table 1. In addition to the general distribution, the detailed findings of the are
presented following the questions below.
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Table 1. Overaall evaluation of participantss’ most positive responses
High Schools

f

Indusstrial Vocationaal High Schoool

9

Religgious Vocationaal High Schoool

4

Tradee Vocational High
H
School

10

Girls’ Vocational High
H
School

7

3.1 Reasons fo
for Preferencess of Departmennts/Schools
As a result off the analyzes made, the maajority of the vvocational highh school studeents stated thaat they were ob
bliged to
choose the school / departm
ment they purssue. Regardingg the responsees of students, the obligationn resulted from
m family
influence or academic failurre. Participantss explained theese reasons as;; “I chose this school due to my parents. My
M family
wanted it.”, “II came here unnwillingly. Eldeers told me it w
was the best forr me.”, “The oonly school whhich my academ
mic score
was adequatee for was thiss school.", “M
My academic eentrance score
re was low soo that I endedd up here.”, “My
“
dad
recommendedd this departmeent.”, “I came here because oof my parents’ wish. I do not think that this department is right for
me.”, “My fam
mily wanted mee to choose.”, “My dad chosse the school.”
”, “Dad's profeession will passs down, so I am
m here.”,
“I did not studdy hard, I endeed up here beccause of my low
w success.” Hoowever, the nuumber of studennts who chose to study
at a vocationall high school with
w their own interests and w
wishes is also oone of the obseerved results off the research. Students
stated their wiillingness as, “I
“ like to do haiir so I chose thhis school.”, “II want to be a llawyer so that I am in the dep
partment
of justice.”, “
“I chose this school
s
to havee a job soonerr.”, “I am inteerested in accoounting. To bee bank employ
yer is my
dream.”, “To have a profession in a shorrt time I came here.”, “I lovee electricity buusiness and myy profession sh
hould be
relevant to it.”
” The themes formed
f
by the answers givenn by the studennts are presenteed in Figure 1..

Figuure 1. Themes for reasons off preferences
3.2 Supportingg Selected Deppartments withh Extracurricular Activities
Students weree asked whetheer they particippated in extra-ccurricular activvities related too their professiional identity. The vast
majority of the participants indicated that they did not pparticipate in suuch activities. They have exppressed the rea
asons for
not involving in such activitties as a desiree to avoid relatted activities bbecause they offten have a lacck of time or due to the
profession itseelf. Few studennts who have iindicated that they are particcipating in exttracurricular acctivities related
d to their
professional identities havee often stated tthat these actiivities are orgaanized seldom
m and that theyy are disturbed by the
inadequacy off the people annd institutionss to direct them
m to such actiivities, and thee cost of the m
materials to be
e used is
above their buudget. These expressions
e
aree stated as, "No
No, not at all", "No, I don’t paarticipate in suuch activities since I do
not want to haave this job.", "No,
"
because I do not have tiime”, “I am innvolved in otheer types of activities not relatted to my
pprofession. It is already enough being expposed to the activities which I really don’t w
want to be in."", "Why did nott you ask
the teachers, I do not know how to do it. They are the ddecision makeers for all of uss.", "Everythinng out of this school
s
is
beyond my vission. Someonee should organnize these actiivities.”, “Eveen participatingg in these acttivities in school needs
money. We caannot afford the equipment fo
for further.” W
When asked aboout the activitiees they have beeen participatin
ng so far,
they often statted that they haad the compulsory and optioonal internship opportunities offered outsidde and there we
ere a few
workshops appropriate for thheir expected pprofessions.
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3.3 Contributiion of School to
t the Professioonal Identity inn Terms of Exttracurricular A
Activities
Participants offten respondedd negatively too the question of how their vocational schhools contributte to their professional
identity in term
ms of subject, equipment, andd practice. In aaddition to not contributing thheir professionnal identities, th
hey have
also stated thhat schools do not have thee professional identity as a vocational scchool since thee curriculum does
d
not
significantly ddiffer from otheer types high scchools. Howeveer, participants mostly complaained about thee schools only. They did
not directly m
mention about the extracurriccular activities organized in the schools. P
Participants staated their respo
onses as,
"There is no ccontribution. The
T school only teaches. We even buy thee course materrials and get low grades fro
om these
materials.", "T
There is not enoough support ffor the professiion that I wantt to have in thiss school. Theree is no enough time and
equipment forr me to practice. We always ttake exams andd that’s it.", "II think the schoool is insufficieent to contribute to our
ffuture professiions. For exam
mple, my speciaalized area is ccommerce, butt I cannot learnn the necessaryy tips and prac
ctice, the
curriculum is sso intense withh common subjjects.”, "I cannnot do anythingg other than siitting as like toourist in a lesso
on in this
school where I came to practtice a professioon.”, “We see thhe same subjeccts as in the othher high schools
ls. The time, sub
bject and
ppractice that aare designed foor vocational ccourses are nott enough". A sm
mall number oof respondents rreplied that the
e schools
were contributting to their futture profession in terms of currriculum. In adddition, some participants statted that the scho
ools they
are studying inn contribute to their own perssonal developm
ment as well. Thhe main themees are stated in Figure 2. below
w.

Figure 2. Maain themes of ccontribution off schools to proofession
3.4 Chance too Choose a Diff
fferent Professiion and/or Schhool
As the researcch question, stuudents were assked if they haad been given a chance to maake their own ddecision on the
eir future
profession, woould they havee changed theiir decisions. W
When students were asked w
whether they w
want to have a different
field and/or pprofessional iddentity, the answers were vaaried. The diffferent selectioons were varieed from differrent high
schools to proofessions, as well
w as to even ddifferent vocattional high schhools. Some off the alternative professions and
a high
schools given as responses are
a respectivelly: Police, Teaccher, Tourism E
Employee, Coook, and Militarry High School, Health
Vocational Higgh School, Finne Arts High Scchool and so oon. There are onnly few studennts who have inndicated that th
hey want
to continue the current profeession and school.
4. Conclusion
n and Discussiion
One of the moost prominent results
r
of the sttudy has shownn that vocationnal high schooll students are ppursuing a proffessional
identity mainlly because of their family aand academic ffailure impact. Most probabbly, they are diirected to a vo
ocational
school due to their tendenciies or abilities.. When they m
make the first sstep for their pprofessional iddentity, they mostly are
deprived of acctivities outsidde the school too develop and support their bboth professional and personnal identity. In general,
the reason for this lack is refflected as not feeeling of belonnging to the proofessional idenntity they try too embrace. Bessides, the
inadequacy off organized exttracurricular acctivities negatiively affects thheir motivationn and limits thee practice frequency of
their craft. Esppecially the idea that the schhools do not coontribute to thee professional identity develoopment is the common
response giveen by the studdents of the vvocational highh schools. A significant nuumber of peopple seeking a different
professional iidentity at the first opportunnity is also a significant ressult. The students who seem
m to have a particular
p
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professional identity track also highlighted that extracurricular activities in the vocational area are not sufficient, and once
again revealed the gap between theory and practice.
Considering the results, it is once again understood that it is important for vocational high school students to be informed
about schools and departments before making school or departmental choices. After middle schools, most of the students
are directed to any high school regarding their academic success. Such an academic list of high schools label many
students and vocational high schools become notorious. Since these students are under legal age to register to high school
they determine, parents intervene with their own decisions. In order to prevent such labels and conflicts, vocational high
schools should consider accepting students by evaluating their interests, tendencies, and abilities as fine arts vocational
high schools do. However, before completing elementary schools, students should be oriented for vocational schools. This
orientation should be organized not only for students but also for families. Thus, before deciding on the professions of
their children, they may have knowledge of what professional identities they are planning for and can make better choices.
Besides, it will be more meaningful to introduce and supervise the professional identity that the students will have before
they choose the department.
Students seem to associate the academic failure with their existing professional identities. They believe that there are
better professional alternatives, but these alternatives are beyond their reach and academic achievement. Particularly
students who adopt fatalism seem to have convinced themselves that they have these professional identities because of
their failures. At this point, the place of the extracurricular activities is important, although not yet noticed. Extracurricular
activities in studies have been found to be highly effective in eliminating the academic failure, demotivation, feeling of
loneliness and rejected of students and improving many professional and personal characteristics of students (McNeal,
1995). In addition, the extracurricular activities are aimed at increasing the level of educational attainment and self-esteem
(Yarworth & Gauthier, 1978; Otto & Alwin, 1977; Otto, 1976; Rehberg & Schafer, 1968; Hanks & Eckland, 1976; Spady,
1970). Therefore, it is also suggested to increase the number of extracurricular activities and regular workshops for
students to increase their faith in their assets and professional characters.
It is also not right to emphasize academic failure only for the students in vocational high schools. Academic failure is
often confronted as a topic that today's students bewail globally. Success-based assessment and interpretation of such
assessments mostly on paper-exams can create a paradox for students trying to have a craft work. It is not appropriate for
these students, mostly with handcrafted professional identities, to be evaluated by paper-based tests. The choice of
process-based assessment activities will strengthen both the professional skills of the students and increase their
motivation for success (Hesapcioglu, 2011).
For many times in the state development plans, the importance of the vocational high schools has been emphasized and
have been on the agenda in education councils. It is of great importance that the cooperation protocols should be initiated
between private industry establishments and MoNE in order to contribute to increasing interest and demand for vocational
and technical education. The widespread awareness of the importance of these schools for a strong industry and economic
development is also closely linked to the dissemination of such projects. It is also important to regularly revise the content
of the vocational high school curricula according to the vocational employment of the age, to secure and support effective
employment of graduate students in private or public institutions / organizations, to supervise the approach of the teachers
working in these schools and their pedagogical aspects for vocational high schools.
It is suggested that similar studies involving the expansion of the sample group and comparison of different local results
are better to be conducted. A comparative study can also be conducted to investigate the different practicum, curriculum
adaptation, and extracurricular activity organizations with other countries. Making needs analysis for the vocational high
schools in line with educational policies and making psychological and sociological dimensions meet the needs of the
vocational high school students will also contribute to field studies.
It should not be the case that rising generation all over the world accept a professional identity as their fates. They should
be encouraged and taught to pursue a profession considering their interests and abilities. Therefore, effective employment
and self-esteem can rise hand in hand. Feeling useful and successful, attending extracurricular activities, cooperating with
government and industrial organizations can advance the productivity and education simultaneously.
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